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SUMMARY OF RULES

GAME SETUP

Dice
You can spend the resource dice
a) In the Production trackers (of the corresponding
color): Starting from the first empty space (not crossed
out) on the tracker, count as many spaces as the result
of the die roll. Each product icon reached or surpassed
on the tracker hexagons will provide you with 1 product
of that type. You may use Fate dice in the Production
trackers.

Spending unlocked FATE DICE:
Fate dice are unlocked at:
The Harbor and the Armory when a product is
stored in a hexagon adjacent to the space with a
Fate die.
The God trackers when writing a value inside one
of the spaces with a Fate die.
The Settlements when a settlement is completed.

eal 1 Clan sheet and 1 pencil to each player.

emove the Creature cards and the Paris Special
Raid card (expansions) from the game.

repare the Raid deck according to the number of
players and sort the cards according to their Raid
level.

THE CLAN SHEET

lace all the dice in the center of the table.

Name your Clan
Round Tracker

Production Trackers
The Sacrifice Altar
Upgrades
The Great Hall
The Harbor
The Armory
The Settlements
God Trackers
Point Summary

THE GAME TURN
GP for Creatures

All players play their turn simultaneously. The turn is
divided into these phases.
1. The Production Phase
2. The Raiding Phase
3. Clean up phase

Produces a ship

Store the ships in the Harbor, the axes in the Armory,
and build the houses in the Settlements.
The Harbor and the Armory.
When you produce ships and
axes, fill in 1 inner hexagon for
each product produced. When
you use one of these products
mark its outer hexagon
The Settlements
When you produce a
house, mark one of the
icons of the settlement
where you wish to build it.
Once all the hexagons for
a settlement are marked,
you will have completed
the settlement and gain a loyalty bonus and a Fate die.
Check the rulebook for more information.
b) In the Great Hall (villagers die): Use the Villagers
die (orange) to recruit as many Vikings as the value
shown on the die. You must place these Vikings in the
Great Hall

1.1.- Update the Round Tracker
All players update their Round trackers. On rounds 4,
8, 12, and 16 players may perform sacrifices to obtain
Glory Points

c) In the God trackers: Choose one of the God trackers
and write the value of the chosen die on the first empty
space (starting from the bottom). There are two types of
bonuses you may receive: a fate die, or a product which
you must store right away.

1.2- Roll the Resource Dice
One of the players rolls all 3 Resource dice in the center
of the table where everyone can see them. The result of
the roll is common for all players.

d) To perform an Upgrade (only roll results of 4+):
Check the rulebook for the different types of updates
available.

1.3- Spend 2 Resource Dice and Unblocked Fate

Once unlocked, you may use a Fate die at any time
during the Production Phase of that round or other
future rounds. Fate dice are single use and act as
Resource dice of a color of your choice (brown, gray,
or orange). Their value is the value depicted in their
image. Fate dice can be used in places where you
have already used a Resource die during that round.
Fate dice can’t be used as Raid dice but they can be
modified in the Sacrifice Altar.
The Sacrifice Altar
At any time during the Production or Raiding
phases you may sacrifice as many Vikings as
you please in the Sacrifice altar to obtain one of
the following benefits for each Viking sacrificed
(they are cumulative).
+1 to the result of any Resource die/Fate
die
+2 to the result of your Raid roll
Re-roll your Raid dice
2.1. Choosing where to raid
2.2. Solving conflicts
2.3. Raiding
2.1- Choosing where to raid
A number (1, 2, 3...) is assigned to each Raid card
currently on the table. Players will then extend one of
their arms on the table forming a fist with their hand.
Together they will chant: “FOR LOKI! FOR ODIN! FOR
THOR!” raising their fist and swinging it down, striking
the table on each name. On the third impact, all players
must turn their fist into a show of fingers. The number
of fingers each player shows corresponds with the
number assigned to the Raid card they wish to raid.
Players can keep their hand in a fist to indicate that
they won’t be raiding during that round.
2.2- Solving conflicts
Conflicts arise when 2 or more clans choose the same
raiding destination (Raid card).

All the players involved in the conflict will once again
extend one of their arms on the table forming a fist with
their hand and chant “FOR LOKI! FOR ODIN! FOR
THOR!” raising their hand in a fist and swinging it down,
striking the table on each name. On the third impact,
each player must show as many fingers as Vikings they
are willing to lose in the battle. The player with the
highest bid will win the combat and, on their own,
raid the city on the Raid card. All players involved in
the combat must cross out their fallen Vikings in their
Great Hall (regardless if they lost or won the combat).
If there is a tie, the players will repeat the process once
again. If a player keeps their fist closed (0 Vikings), this
will be considered a retreat.
Retreat: When a player retreats, they are forced
to lose 1 Viking or 1 axe, or 1 ship. The player
will have retreated from the battle and forfeited
their chance to raid.
2.3.- Raiding:
To solve a raid:
Roll the Raid dice: All raiding players will take turns
rolling the Raid dice. The result of your roll must be
equal to or higher than the defense value shown on
your Raid card. If you fail the roll you will be forced to
retreat.
Spend the products and Vikings and obtain the card:
Each player must spend the product requirements
shown on their raid card. These will vary if the raid takes
place in the winter or in the summer. Take the card
and place it in your gaming area. If you do not have
enough products and/or Vikings, you will forfeit your
chance to raid. If you engaged in combat with another
player or players to get to this point, the chance to
raid that location will pass on to the player that lost
the most Vikings in the combat. A player that has
retreated can no longer raid during that round.
Replenish the gaming area with new cards from the
Raid deck (leave the cards that have not been raided
on the table).

END OF THE GAME

When all rounds have been played the final scoring
takes place.
GP FOR VIKINGS SACRIFICED (yellow triskelion)
GP FOR UPGRADES (green triskelion)
GP FOR THE GOD TRACKERS (blue triskelion)
GP FOR THE CLAN (red triskelion)
GP FOR BATTLE (black triskelion)
FINAL SCORE (multicolor triskelion)
In this last triskelion add all the GP obtained. The player
with the most GP is the winner. If there is a tie, the player
with the most Raid cards wins. If the tie continues, it will
be considered a glorious and epic draw. The players
will feast together in Valhalla and celebrate their victory
for eternity.

